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Abstract. In recent years, Statistics Canada has invested much time and effort into examining ways to meet the demands of researchers. A key option that Statistics Canada has explored is the development of a Real Time Remote Access (RTRA) application. This application is essentially an on-line remote access facility that would allow researchers to run—more or less in real time—data analyses on microdata or lightly masked microdata sets kept in a central and secure location under the control and care of Statistics Canada. Although with some limitations in terms of users and statistics offered, a prototype of the RTRA application was successfully launched in Spring 2010. The paper describes the development and challenges of the RTRA project and the improvements made in its methodological aspects.
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1. Introduction

The objective of the RTRA project is to build an application, allowing users to have on their desktop anonymized descriptive and analytical statistics, in real time with remote job submission. RTRA will be defined as another mode in Statistics Canada’s means of releasing data, from the highly perturbed and anonymized Public Used Micro-data Files (PUMFs) to the custom tables released on the agency website to the Research Data Centres (RDC). As shown in Figure 1, the RTRA should be positioned in term of utility, to be close to the RDC, but with less difficulty of access for researchers.

Figure 1 Position of RTRA in Statistics Canada’s means of releasing data.
When fully operational, the RTRA application will provide faster access to more data and give more flexibility to researchers by providing a system that potentially gives them desktop access to data 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

There are multiple phases of development in the RTRA project. The first phase was to gather business requirements allowing the Agency to gain a deep understanding of the different components of remote access such as the security, legal and functionality requirements. This is described in Simard (2009). The second phase was to build the tool. This is described in the next section.

2. The Prototype

In the second phase, based on the business requirements, the specifications were determined for the actual development and building of a first prototype. There were two driving forces in the development of the tool: confidentiality and cost. Statistics Canada must protect the confidentiality of the data collected under the Statistics Acts. The team developed mitigation processes to manage the risk of disclosure in the RTRA. They are:

• Methodology processes through Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC) methods, e.g. controlled rounding, removal, suppression, perturbation, etc...
• System and Informatics processes through some pre-programmed or manual protection and secure infrastructure, e.g. maximums set, pre-request controls, post-requests controls.
• Management processes through proposal approval process and instructions provided to the users.
• Legal processes through terms and conditions signed by the users and the liability clause in the contract

Given that most of the funding for the project comes from external partners, and is limited, whenever possible, already-built systems were leveraged.

The first version of the Prototype has a limited number of users: researchers employed by some federal government departments. It also places certain restrictions on both the types of request that could be submitted and the level of detail of the statistical outputs. It only allows tabulations of counts for seven social surveys and with the use of SAS only.

The first time a researcher uses the system, it may take days before all the approval and legal processes are completed; however this is reduced significantly for subsequent accesses. Once the legal documents are signed and the approval process
is completed, researchers are issued a username and password that they use to link to a Statistics Canada external server through the Internet. All researchers are required to sign a contract that outlines rules and responsibilities as well as penalties and disciplinary actions in case of a breach.

The RTRA Prototype allows a researcher to submit a SAS program to a controlled SAS server that has been modified to prevent the use of particular commands and to comply with rules regarding the nature and size of the statistical outputs. The request passes through Statistics Canada IT security firewalls through the E-file transfer infrastructure (EFT), and then is screened by the system to ensure that a valid user submitted the request before running on a secure internal Statistics Canada SAS server. The data sets being used contain confidential microdata that have been lightly masked to remove sensitive variables and detailed geography. All tabular outputs are weighted and vetted for confidentiality. Following the vetting for disclosure of confidential information the tables are sent back to the researcher in the specified format.

The time it takes for a request is highly dependent of the EFT system and of course the size and number of tables requested. Currently the timeliness of a request ranges from a minimum of 4 minutes (EFT time) plus processing time to a maximum of 3 hours (EFT time) plus processing time.

3. Developing Statistical Disclosure Control Methods

There are aspects in developing a real time remote access infrastructure that are associated with a certain level of risk. As mentioned, some of the aspects relate to the systems and informatics, others relate to the legal considerations, and finally some are strictly methodological. From a methodological point of view; there is no absolute criterion for defining confidential data. However, the boundary between confidential and non-confidential data can be interpreted as the boundary between negligible and non-negligible risk. Therefore, in terms of disclosure control, Statistics Canada must apply strict rules to protect the privacy of respondents. The SDC methods are essential to any release tool; they have to be developed carefully as these are often seen as the last barriers of control. Nonetheless, one must not forget that they are part of a combination of protective controls and they must not be considered as the only method when evaluating risk.

3.1 The disclosure control methods

Based on the literature and practices, there are usually three key aspects of controls: before-the-request rules or control rules for the inputs (manual and automatic); after-
the-request rules or control rules for the outputs (manual and automatic); and perturbation methods applied on the microdata files.

**Elements of the before-the-request controls**

The elements listed below are the rules implemented in the first version of the prototype.

- Limited number of requests. A maximum of 10 requests per 24 hours with a maximum of 10 tables per request are set per user.
- Ensures that the programming guidelines have been followed. Scanning for appropriate codes, use of variables and programming. User support is offered.
- Use of limited available processes to be able to control output. *Note*: currently, only a modified version of SAS PROC FREQ is offered with DATA step and PROC SORT.

Requests that do not comply with the guidelines and parameters of submission will not be run by the RTRA application. To monitor such incidents, a log will be generated by the system indicating how the program did not comply with the guidelines and it will be sent back to the researcher.

**Elements of the after-the-request controls**

The elements listed below are the rules implemented in the first version of the prototype.

- SDC methods appropriate for the statistics being produced.
- Log and outputs checked and modified, if need be.
- All output generated during the prototype phase will be kept indefinitely for auditing purposes.

Note that the requests are run on the original micro-data files where only some geography variables have been removed. The first version of the prototype only offered tabular frequency counts for some household surveys. Thus there was one method developed for that statistic.

4. **How to choose the best Statistical Disclosure Control Methods**

For tabular outputs, the development and choice of disclosure methods was relatively simple. There are two basic options: rounding and suppression. The disclosure control method chosen for the tabulated frequency data is additive controlled rounding (ACROUND), a method developed for the Canadian Census described in Boudreau, Filep and Liu, (2004). The method was chosen for its simplicity of application and programming and its ability to protect against potential links to
PUMFs and multiple query submissions. It also has only a small impact on precision. More details on the ACROUND as used in the RTRA can be found in Simard (2011).

4.1 The next round of statistics

Sometime in 2011, the second version of the Prototype will be released. Additional statistics and surveys and some quality indicators are the new features of this second version. When thinking about the SDC methods for the second version, the challenge facing the team was to decide what the next best strategy was. It was agreed with the partners that the next statistics offered will be means, percentiles and proportions. With these in mind, the question then became: should the team develop, for each combination of statistic and software, a disclosure control method appropriate for each of them individually? For example, develop a method for the median in SAS, a method for a proportion in SPSS, another method for proportion in SAS, etc. This is referred to as the output control approach.

Alternatively, the team was wondering if there is a series of masking procedures that could be applied to the microdata files directly at the beginning of the process. This lightly masked file could then be used by any or some large sub-set of the analytical procedures without worrying about disclosure risk. By identifying the risky variables and the unique records and masking them in the microdata, no other vetting processes would be needed. Masking techniques include the removal of variables, top-coding, regrouping sensitive variables, data swapping, etc. This is referred to as the input control approach. The next sub-sections discuss the two approaches.

4.2 The Output Control Approach

As described in Brandt et al (2010), outputs can be classified basically by the types of statistics. In their paper, they present types of statistical outputs with an evaluation for each in terms of “safe” or “unsafe” in an RDC-type environment.

Their evaluation used for RDCs should be used as guidelines for developing the RTRA rules as these are protective processes similar in nature. However, there are two major distinctions between the two modes of release: i) in the application of the checking rules and ii) in the automation and programming of the corrective measure. In the RDC context, almost everything is done manually. In a RTRA environment, as if it was not challenging enough, rules have to be applied through automated programs. Consequently, the chosen approach for RTRA has to take into consideration the fact that the rules and the corrective measures (if any) need to be programmed relatively easily. Simple rules, such as a minimum of 10 unweighted units or a minimum number of degrees of freedom seem simple to program, but others might be difficult. Furthermore, the corrective actions can be rather complex.
First, there is a need to develop what is the appropriate uniform corrective measure and then another need to program it along all other subsequent modules of the system. One advantage of the RTRA however, is the possibility of ruling out some complex outputs right from the outset, if deemed too risky or too complex, as opposed to the RDC analysts who can basically run any program.

The approach is less risky, produces more precise statistics, but requires more resource as it is statistics and software-dependant.

4.3 The input control approach

The main issue in this approach is to determine if there is a series of perturbation techniques applied to the original micro-data set that could be sufficient to protect the confidentiality for all outputs without having to develop output control methods for each procedure.

Noise introduction and perturbation techniques are often used in business surveys. The U.S Census Bureau used the EZS noise method (Massell, Zayatz and Funk, 2006) to perturb their microdata before producing tables. This technique works well with magnitude data. In social surveys, most of the variables are not quantitative data but categorical. One strategy could be to use some noise introduction techniques such as the EZS method on the magnitude data such as the revenue, weight and height and some other technique on categorical data.

For the categorical data of an individual record, it is the combination of variables that makes it unique, thus highly risky. Some other perturbation techniques for categorical data (swapping, recoding variables, etc) could be applied once the record has been identified as unique or risky. The key here is to use a measure of disclosure risk such as the Skinner-Elliot measure for example (Skinner and Elliot, 2002) and use it intelligently in the strategy.

The rule of a minimal number of units or degrees of freedom could be difficult to automate and program. In the U.S. Microdata Analysis System, (Lucero, Singh and Zayatz, 2009) they have pre-determined universes with a pre-specified number of observations and also implemented a universe sub-sampling routine called the Drop-Q rule. It will be worth investigating the potential to include and program this rule in the RTRA system.

The approach is a little more risky, produces less precise statistics, but requires fewer resources once the strategy is developed and implemented. It is neither statistics nor software-dependant. However, it could potentially take very long before coming up with a defensible to all approach.
4.4 The chosen SDC

It became apparent that it was impossible to implement a proper input control approach without jeopardizing our delivery dates with major delays. The fact that some analysts did not like the data being modified had also some weight in the decision. Based on the guidelines of Brand et al. (2010) and some discussion with experts, the following rules were developed for the given statistics.

Maxima, minima and percentiles.

What Brand et al. suggest:
- Usually minima and maxima are not released.
- Percentiles are treated like magnitude data. The rules for these cases include a minimum of unweighted units, a group disclosure rule (i.e. no cell or group can contain more than X% of the total row or column) and a dominance rule (i.e. in a given cell, the largest contributor cannot exceed Y%). Usually X = 90 and Y = 50.

What the RTRA rules are:
- No minima will be released.
- No maxima will be released.

For percentile, the following four rules were selected.

- Release the percentile only if there is a minimal number of observations above and a minimal number of observations below the percentile value.
- Release the percentile if it is ≠ minimum or maximum value.
- Release the percentile if the total number of unweighted observations is larger than a certain number of units.
- Release the percentile if the rounded frequency associated (from ACROUND) with the percentile is ≠ 0.

Modes, indices, means, ratios and indicators.

What Brand et al. suggest:
- For modes, usually a group disclosure rule is applied.

- For means, indices and ratios, they should be derived from at least 10 units and a dominance rule is applied (see above).

These would be challenging to automate. Another approach often considered is to evaluate the complexity of the formula of the index itself. Usually an index is a summary of variables I = f(X, n). The formula and the population size (n) should be
factored in. Some are so complex that it is basically impossible to figure out individual values even for only one unit. There is also some consideration if it is appropriate to publicly divulge the formula or not. Again the challenge would be in the automation of this in the system. Means and ratios are simpler formulas with only two components and are more problematic. One approach often used is to release if all the components can be released. However smart or synchronized perturbation techniques should be applied on both components to control the change and minimize the impact on the precision of these two statistics.

What the RTRA rules are:
For means, the following 2 rules were selected:

- Release the mean only if there are a minimal number of observations present in the domain.
- Release the mean if the rounded frequency associated with the mean (from ACROUND) is $\neq 0$.

Note that the real parameters for the RTRA rules will not be made public.

Modes, indices and indicators have not been identified so far by the partners as key statistics. SDC rules for proportions and ratios are currently being developed.

When developing the rules for both statistics, it became evident that the rules had to be developed with the ACROUND output in mind, i.e. the anonymized final count for the same domain. If one user requests a table of counts for a given domain in one submission and in another submission, the user requests for the same domain the mean, the two outputs have to be consistent. For example, for a given cell, if the ACROUND algorithm sets the count to zero, the “MEANS” rules should not provide a mean for that cell. Consequently for every tabulated statistic, when applicable, the ACROUND program will be run and the counts will be produced in parallel and actually used in the output of the requested statistics.

### 4.5 Balancing precision, confidentiality and data quality

To make the exercise a little more complex, developing the proper SDC also has to be balanced with not compromising too much the precision of the estimates produced, i.e., the difference between the true estimates and the released one. Moreover, the data quality indicators associated with the statistics, whether it is the variance and/or the Standard Error (SE) and/or the Coefficient of Variation (CV) and/or Confidence Interval (CI) must not provide additional information that could be useful to identify respondents, but still provide an indication of the quality of the estimates.
For the second version of the Prototype, a CI along with the SE will accompany the estimates. Furthermore an indication of quality derived by the CV calculated with the real data will also accompany the statistic. A possible quality indicator range based on the CV is provided in Table 1 and a potential output table is provided in Table 2. Note that these are only for illustrative purposes only. The final parameters are not yet finalised and will not be made public.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of CV</th>
<th>Quality Indicator</th>
<th>Guideline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 ≤ C.V. ≤ 0.20</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20 &lt; C.V. ≤ 0.40</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40 &lt; C.V. ≤ 0.50</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.V. &gt; 0.50</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>very poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppressed/ Unreleasable</td>
<td>(z)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Example of a derived Quality Indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender \ Vision</th>
<th>Bad</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>300 (b), S.E. = 48</td>
<td>0 (.), S.E. = n/a</td>
<td>100 (d), S.E. = 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INCOME P50 = 17,600 (c)</td>
<td>INCOME P50 = X</td>
<td>INCOME P50 = X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S.E. = 4,550</td>
<td>S.E. = X</td>
<td>S.E. = X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0 (.), S.E. = n/a</td>
<td>400 (c), S.E. = 131</td>
<td>400 (c), S.E. = 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INCOME P50 = X</td>
<td>INCOME P50 = 0 (z)</td>
<td>INCOME P50 = 0 (z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S.E. = X</td>
<td>S.E. = 55.8</td>
<td>S.E. = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Example of an output table for median.

### 5. Conclusion

The RTRA project continues its development on different fronts: more statistics, more SDC, more surveys and more users. The next phase will allow access to the academic community. Censuses and administrative data are also on the radar for future versions. On the SDC front, until now, the output control methods approach
was the preferred one, but input control methods may be re-evaluated when more complex analytical statistics such as linear regression will be made available.
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